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7. Psychogenic transient loss of consciousness 
and its evaluation
In psychogenic TLOC there is no gross somatic 
brain dysfunction, but the attacks fulfil the 
criteria for TLOC

…in PPS, BP and HR are normal or high rather than low, and the EEG is normal 
instead of showing the slowing or flattening typical of syncope;…

…but PPS is probably insufficiently recognized.
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TLOC is defined as a state of real or apparent LOC with 
loss of awareness, characterized by amnesia for the 
period of unconsciousness, abnormal motor control, loss 
of responsiveness, and a short duration.
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Sincope psicogena: risposta alla iperventilazione
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Sincope psicogena: iperventilazione e ipotensione - bradicardia
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7.1.1 Historical criteria for attacks
The presence of a psychological trauma is not a prerequisite for a diagnosis of 
conversion. 
In most cases, the duration of PPS is as short as in syncope, but a much longer 
duration is a useful diagnostic finding: patients may lie immobile on the floor for 
15–30 min.
The eyes are usually open in epileptic seizures and syncope but are usually closed 
in psychogenic TLOC.
The attack frequency is high, with several attacks occurring over a week or in a 
day.
There is usually no recognisable trigger, and no sweating, pallor, or nausea 
beforehand.
Injury does not exclude PNES or PPS.
These features should occur together in most attacks. 
Non responsività al clinostatismo.
Sbadiglio, sudore, pallore tipici della VVS
The presence of another pattern of features suggesting a true syncope type, 
usually VVS, does not argue against a diagnosis of PPS.
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7.1.2 Documentation of key features during an attack
The following features are relevant during an attack:
Video recording or clinical observation, including provocation of an attack during tilt 
testing.
Primary features: sleep-like body position with closed eyes and lack of response to 

speech or touch, if tested. 
Secondary features: subtle signs incompatible with LOC such as eyelid flicker, eyeball 
movements, swallowing, intact muscle tone, normal movements absent in true 
unconsciousness, and resistance to eye opening.
BP: normal or elevated during TLOC.
EEG: normal waking eye-closed EEG pattern, i.e. usually with alpha activity, during 
TLOC.
The gold standard for PPS is documenting an attack with a home video recorder or 
with a tilt testing during which BP, HR, and EEG are normal
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Take Home Messages

-History and clinical features

-“CATCH AN ATTACK”

- Witenessed by professional expert

- Video recording

- Multimodality monitoring , including EEG, during
provoked attack



Comunicare paziente la diagnosi

• Empatia
• Sincerità e tempo (ev. rivalutazione)
• Rivalutazione
• Mantenere il contatto
• Psicoterapia cognitivo-comportamentale
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Pseudo-Psychicogenic PseudoSyncope

La realtà è frustrante
I testimoni possono “tradire”
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4 risposte fondamentali del sistema di difesa:

• freezing (congelamento) 
• fight (attacco) 
• flight (fuga) 
• faint(svenimento/distacco) 

Il freezing è un’immobilità tonica che permette di non 
farsi vedere dal “predatore” mentre si valuta quale 
strategia (attacco o fuga) sia la più adatta per la 
situazione specifica. 
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- Disturbo di Conversione

- Disturbo di Panico

- Disturbo Fittizio

- Simulazione
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Take Home Messages

- Is it a true TLOC?

-“CATCH AN ATTACK”

- Witenessed by professional expert

- Lack/Need of competence


